Large tunnel magnetoresistance ratio in Fe/O/NaCl/O/Fe
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Magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) is an important device element for many practical spintronic systems. In this paper, we propose and theoretically investigate a very attractive MTJ Fe(001)/O/NaCl(001)/O/Fe(001) as a two-terminal transport junction. By density functional theory total energy methods, we establish two viable device models: one with and the other without mirror symmetry across the center plane of the structure. Large tunnel magnetoresistance ratio (TMR) is predicted from first principles, at over 1800% and 3600% depending on the symmetry. Microscopically, a spin filtering effect is responsible for the large TMR. This effect essentially filters out all the minority spin channels (spin-down) from contributing to the tunnelling current. On the other hand, transport of the majority spin channel (spin-up) having Δ1 and Δ5 symmetry is enhanced by the FeO buffer layer in the MTJ. © 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) phenomenon in Fe/Ge-oxide/Co sandwich structures,1 the TMR effect has become the basic working principle of modern magnetic devices. In particular, magnetic tunneling junctions (MTJs) consisting of a thin insulating tunnel barrier sandwiched between two ferromagnetic contacts has been extensively investigated for applications in read sensors, magnetoresistive random access memory cells (MRAM), and programmable logic elements.2,3 At present, the amorphous AlOx (Ref. 4) and crystalline MgO (Ref. 5) are two commonly used insulators in MTJs. In particular, room temperature TMR values of 180%–600% in MgO-based MTJs were reported experimentally by several groups6–8 and at low temperature, TMR greater than 1100% was achieved.8

For an ideal Fe/MgO/Fe MTJ, as explained before, by symmetry the minority-spin d-states having transverse momentum k|| ≠ (0, 0) in Fe, cannot couple to the slowly decaying Δ1 band of MgO at the Γ-point k|| = (0, 0). These Fe states are thus filtered out by MgO. Furthermore, the majority-spin channel in one Fe cannot tunnel to the second Fe when magnetic moments of the two Fe are in anti-parallel configuration (APC). Overall, there is a very small APC current and a large spin polarized PC current, leading to very large TMR—as large as many thousands percent in the ideal limit as predicted by first principles calculations.9,11 In comparison, the amorphous AlOx barrier has no crystalline symmetry thus no coherent filtering effect, hence AlOx based MTJ has much smaller TMR than MgO systems. In real devices, the inevitable interface disorder such as oxygen vacancy12–14 in MgO significantly reduces TMR from the ideal limit.

For applications of MTJ in MRAM, it is critical to understand and mitigate the inevitable material imperfections. For MgO, the origin of these imperfections may be traced to the MgO-metal lattice mismatch and the fact that MgO is grown from two separate atomic sources (Mg and O). As pointed out in Ref. 15, the quality of such oxide films is lower than the insulating alkali halides such as NaCl and KBr films which are evaporated thermally to form predominantly molecular dimers. The growth of NaCl and KBr is much better controlled due to the reduced complexity of surface nucleation.15 In principle, NaCl also has similar electronic properties as MgO.

A very interesting question therefore arises: Will alkali halide films make good MTJs? So far the answer appears to be positive theoretically16 for the Fe/NaCl/Fe(001) MTJ but negative experimentally17 for the same device. A reason may be due to strain between Fe and NaCl layers. To reduce strain, Ref. 18 theoretically investigated the FePt/NaCl interface and found the strain to be relatively small and spin injection from the FePt metal to the NaCl barrier is significant. Experimentally,17 it turned out to be difficult to grow perfect NaCl films on Fe because NaCl corrodes metal surface and requires a high annealing temperature.

Recently, Tekiel et al.15 reported an important experimental advance that successfully overcame the corrosion problem by introducing a buffer oxygen layer between the Fe substrate and the NaCl film, as a result perfect and large area NaCl films can be easily grown on the Fe(001) surface. It appears that the chemisorbed oxygen layer prevents the Fe surface from reacting to the NaCl overlayer. In addition, the higher chemical stability allows higher temperatures during growth which enhances NaCl diffusion and improves film quality. This important experimental advance15 motivates us...
to revisit the question concerning realization of MTJ devices based on alkali halides.

In particular, since NaCl films have grown perfectly and large area on the Fe (001)-p(1 × 1)O surface, in this work we propose and theoretically investigate a novel MTJ, Fe(001)/O/NaCl(001)/O/Fe(001). Our first principles analysis shows that for this device, the TMR ratio can reach 3600% at low temperature. From the calculated scattering states, we conclude those with the Δ1 and Δ3 symmetry dominate the transmission of the majority spin channel through the NaCl barrier resulting to the large TMR. We also found that the device attains the highest TMR when the two Fe(001) contacts has mirror symmetry to each other. Microscopically, here in PC the majority spin channel traverses the NaCl barrier not around the Γ-point k∥(0,0), but through very sharp transmission resonances or hot spots in the two dimensional (2D) Brillouin zone (BZ) away from the Γ-point. In fact, the entire tunneling process in both PC and APC for both majority and minority channels are dominated by the hot spots. Due to the experimental viability and easiness of the material growth, the proposed Fe(001)/O/NaCl(001)/O/Fe(001) MTJ should be a very attractive system for practical applications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the device model and computational techniques are presented. Section III presents the transport properties of the Fe/O/NaCl/O/Fe MTJ, and Section IV provides further discussions and summary of the work.

II. DEVICE MODEL AND THEORETICAL METHOD

Before analyzing transport properties of the MTJ, we first establish the device model by calculating the structural properties of the contact interface between NaCl and Fe (001)-p(1 × 1)O. To this end, we relax the structure by density functional theory (DFT) with the projector augmented plane wave (PAW) method and the local spin density approximation (LSDA) for the exchange-correlation functional, using the VASP electronic package. Semianempirical van der Waals (vdW) interaction is included in the structure optimization. The Fe contact is adopted from the experimental structure with lattice constant \( a_0 = 2.86 \, \text{Å} \). Total energy calculation suggests that the NaCl unit cell is oriented at 45° with respect to the Fe(001) substrate, leading to a 4 × 4 superstructure, in agreement with the experimental observations. The epitaxial relationship between NaCl and Fe (001)-p(1 × 1)O substrate is presented in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) where the (3 × 3) NaCl(001)[001] unit cells contact with (4 × 4) Fe(001)-O[110] unit cells in a 45° orientation. In this superstructure, the oxygen atoms are located at the hollow-site of the Fe(001) surface.

Starting from the above superstructure suggested by total energy, a further structure relaxation is carried out for the supercell shown in Fig. 1(b). The supercell contains four layers Fe atoms, one layer of oxygen atoms absorbed on the Fe slab, three layers NaCl atoms, and a vacuum region of 15 Å thick. To make the relaxation feasible, the bottom three layers of Fe are fixed at their bulk positions while the topmost Fe, the oxygen, and NaCl atoms are allowed to relax until the residual force on each atom is smaller than 0.01 eV/Å along the z-direction. A k-mesh of 2 × 2 × 1 and energy cutoff 500 eV are used in the relaxation to ensure numerical accuracy. The distance marked in Fig. 1(b) is the final equilibrium separation along the z-direction between each adjacent layers after this structural relaxation. Note that the separation between the oxygen layer and the closest Fe layer in the z-direction is only 0.39 Å, indicating that an oxidized FeO layer forms at the surface of the Fe substrate. In addition, the distance between the NaCl slab and its closest Fe layer is 3.15 Å (as marked), at such a distance it is necessary—as we have done, to include the vdW interaction during the relaxation.

Having determined the relaxed geometry of the NaCl/O/Fe interface, we build a two-terminal transport MTJ device as shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). The two-terminal structure is naturally divided into three regions: the central scattering region and the left/right Fe electrodes. The MTJ is periodic in the x–y direction and the two Fe electrodes extend to \( z = \pm \infty \) (transport direction). The central scattering region contains 500 atoms in total, including four layers of Fe atoms, one layer oxygen on both sides of NaCl, and five layers of NaCl as the tunnel barrier. For first principles quantum transport analysis, this is a very large system as dictated by the NaCl on Fe superstructure.
Since the unit cell of $bcc$ Fe in the (001) direction contains two layers of Fe, two different MTJ structures are possible. The first is a non-mirror symmetry structure (NMSS), Fig. 1(c); and the second is a MSS, Fig. 1(d). For the NMSS device, the contacts between FeO and NaCl at both interfaces marked by A and B in Fig. 1(c) do not have mirror symmetry with respect to the NaCl barrier. For MSS, the contact interfaces marked C and D in Fig. 1(d) have mirror symmetry. According to our calculation, the total energy difference between these two device structures is extremely small, less than 1 meV/atom, indicating that both are experimentally possible. We have therefore investigated quantum transport properties of both device models.

Having determined the device model of the two-terminal MTJ, we perform first principles quantum transport analysis by carrying out DFT within the Keldysh nonequilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) formalism, as implemented in the first principles quantum transport package Nanodcal. In our NEGF-DFT self-consistent calculations, a linear combination of atomic orbital basis (LCAO) at the double-$\zeta$ polarization (DZP) level is used to expand physical quantities; the standard norm-conserving nonlocal pseudo-potentials are used to define the atomic core. The energy cutoff for the real space grid is taken at 100 Ry. To accurately determine quantum transport properties of the MTJ, a much denser 2D $k_\parallel$-mesh ($k_\parallel \equiv (k_x, k_y)$) is required, at $101 \times 101$. We refer interested readers to Refs. 26 and 27 for further details of the NEGF-DFT formalism and to Ref. 28 for details of the software.

After the NEGF-DFT self-consistent calculation of the device Hamiltonian is converged for the open two-terminal structure, the spin-polarized tunneling conductance is obtained by the Landauer formula

$$G^\sigma = \frac{e^2}{\hbar} \sum_{k_\parallel} T^\sigma(k_\parallel, \epsilon),$$

(1)

here $\sigma \equiv \uparrow, \downarrow$ is the spin index, $T^\sigma(k_\parallel, \epsilon)$ is the spin dependent transmission coefficient at the energy $\epsilon$ with $k_\parallel \equiv (k_x, k_y)$. $T^\sigma(k_\parallel, \epsilon)$ is calculated by the standard Green’s functions approach. Finally, the TMR ratio of the MTJ at zero bias voltage is obtained as

$$\text{TMR} = \frac{G_{PC} - G_{APC}}{G_{APC}},$$

(2)

where $G_{PC}$ and $G_{APC}$ are the conductances when the magnetization of the two Fe electrodes are in PC and APC, respectively.

### III. TRANSPORT PROPERTIES

For the two possible MTJ structures, NMSS and MSS, we perform self-consistent NEGF-DFT calculations at both PC and APC. The results are summarized in Table I. For NMSS, the TMR ratio is 1800% and for MSS it is more than 2 times larger, 3600%. Either device model has impressive TMR values—comparable to that of the ideal MgO devices. By investigating the conductance of each spin channel, we found that the primary reason for the difference between NMSS and MSS is that the spin-up channel in PC ($G_{PC}^\uparrow$) of MSS is significantly larger than that of the corresponding value of NMSS. Namely, due to the mirror symmetry, it is easier to tunnel through MSS structure than to NMSS structure. Since $G_{PC}^\uparrow$ dominates the outcome, we obtain the 2 times larger TMR for MSS than NMSS devices.

To understand why very large TMR values are possible in the Fe/O/NaCl/O/Fe MTJ, we investigated the microscopic tunneling process. The transmission coefficient resolved in the 2D BZ $k \equiv (k_x, k_y)$ at the Fermi level, $T(k_x, k_y)$, is plotted in Fig. 2 which provides a vivid physical picture of how tunneling is realized in this device. At a first glance, all patterns have a four-fold rotational symmetry, consistent with the $C_4v$ symmetry of the MTJ superstructure. The MSS results [Figs. 2(a)–2(d)] and NMSS [Figs. 2(e)–2(h)] results have similar patterns but quite different values (see the side bar): the conductance of MSS is much larger than that of NMSS especially for PC configurations [comparing Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)] with Figs. 2(e) and 2(f)], due to the structural mirror symmetry of the MSS model.

We note that hot spots—the very sharp transmission features in Fig. 2, dominate tunneling for all cases. This is very different from the MgO tunnel barrier, where for spin-up in PC, transmission is dominated by a broad peak at the $\Gamma$ point ($k_\parallel = 0$). Here, the lack of such a $\Gamma$-point broad peak indicates that the microscopic tunneling process is quite different from the Fe/MgO/Fe MTJ. For the Fe/O/NaCl/O/Fe, there is a significant magnetic moment of 0.23 $\mu_B$ per oxygen atom (parallel to the Fe magnetic moment), suggesting a very strong hybridization between the oxygen atoms and their neighboring Fe atoms. The strong hybridization dramatically reduces the density of states (DOS) contributed by the $d_\sigma$ orbital of Fe in the interfacial region, namely, it dramatically reduces the interface states having the $C_4v$ symmetry near the $\Gamma$ point in the Fe/O/NaCl/O/Fe MTJ.

The large TMR in the Fe/O/NaCl/O/Fe device is due to a spin dependent filtering effect, reminiscent to what happens in the MgO MTJ. To reveal its microscopic origin, we now analyze the transmission hot spots. To be more specific but without losing generality, we pick a hot spot at $k_\parallel = (0.42, 0.30)$ (unit $\pi/a_0$) for MSS as an example [see red circles in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)], results shown in Fig. 3. As discussed above, our system has a $C_4v$ symmetry for which the slowest decaying $\Delta_1$ band contains $s, p_z$, and $d_\sigma$ orbitals; the evanescent $\Delta_2$ band contains $d_{xz}, d_{yz}, p_x$, and $p_y$ orbitals; and finally, the $\Delta_3$ and $\Delta_4$ bands contributed by the $d_{x^2-r^2}$ and $d_{xy}$ orbitals, respectively. By projecting the density of scattering states (DOS) into different orbitals and hence the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>$G_{PC}^\uparrow$</th>
<th>$G_{PC}^\downarrow$</th>
<th>$G_{APC}^\uparrow$</th>
<th>$G_{APC}^\downarrow$</th>
<th>TMR (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-mirror symmetry</td>
<td>9.11</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>0.331</td>
<td>0.334</td>
<td>1874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirror symmetry</td>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>0.976</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>3625</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
different symmetry components (e.g., the \( \Delta \) bands), the contribution from each symmetry component is revealed. Note that a scattering state is an eigenstate of the two-terminal device Hamiltonian that extends from the left electrode to the right electrode through the scattering region. DOSS measures the number of scattering states in unit energy for transport and it plays a similar role as the DOS in electronic structure analysis. As shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), we found that DOSS of both spin channels with \( \Delta_1 \); \( \Delta_5 \); \( \Delta_2 \); \( \Delta_2^0 \) symmetry decay quickly near the Fe/O/NaCl interface. On the other hand, DOSS for those having the \( \Delta_1 \) symmetry decay two orders of magnitude slower, hence \( \Delta_1 \) dominates tunneling for both spin channels. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the \( \Delta_1 \) symmetry states decay by two orders of magnitude at the Fe layer nearest to the oxygen (the forth Fe layer, horizontal axis) due to formation of FeO which significantly prevents the \( d_z^2 \) orbitals of Fe from contributing to transport. A similar situation occurs in MgO devices as reported in Ref. 32 when there is a FeO layer. Importantly, the main contribution of \( \Delta_1 \) symmetry states in the NaCl barrier comes from \( s \) and \( p_z \) orbitals. Note that scattering states with \( \Delta_2 \) and \( \Delta_2^0 \) symmetry composed by orbitals in the x-y plane do not couple to the \( p^- \) orbitals of oxygen, as a result DOSS coming from these two symmetry states decay immediately at the fifth layer when they go through the oxygen region (see Fig. 3).

Very interestingly, for the spin-up channel and due to the formation of interfacial resonant states \(^{34}\) in the FeO layer, DOSS with \( \Delta_1 \) and \( \Delta_5 \) symmetries significantly enhance in the oxygen layers (blue and red curves at the 5-th and 11-th layer), as shown in Fig. 3(a). The spin-down channel at the same \( k_{||} = (0.42, 0.30) \) point is marked by red circles in (a) and (b).

[FIG. 2. Transmission hot spot or the \( k_{||} \equiv (k_x, k_y) \) resolved transmission coefficient \( T = T(E_f, k_x, k_y) \) plotted in the 2D BZ for the spin-up and spin-down channels in PC and APC. (a)–(d) for MSS MTJ; (e)–(h) for NMSS MTJ. (a) and (e) for spin-up and (b) and (f) for spin-down in PC; (c) and (g) for spin-up and (d) and (h) for spin-down in APC. The results are shown on a 101 \( \times \) 101 \( k_{||} \)-mesh at the Fermi level of the MTJ. The \( k_{||} = (0.42, 0.30) \) point is marked by red circles in (a) and (b).]

[FIG. 3. Density of Scattering States (DOSS) \( \Delta_1 \); \( \Delta_5 \); \( \Delta_2 \); \( \Delta_2^0 \) on each atoms layer at \( k_{||} = (0.42, 0.30) \) point for MSS MTJ. (a) For spin-up channel in PC; (b) for spin-down channel in PC. The location of Fe, O, and NaCl layers has been marked.]
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hollow-sites of the Fe(001) surface. With the help of the oxygen atoms, there exists extremely small strain (after relaxation) between the Fe 4 × 4 superstructure and the NaCl 3 × 3 barrier layer, consistent with the experimental indications.15

The resulting FeO/NaCl/O/Fe device model is analyzed by first principles quantum transport theory. The TMR ratio of NMSS can reach over 1800%, while more interestingly for the MSS it reaches 3600% at the Fermi level. By investigating scattering states, we find that the s and pₜ orbitals with Δ₁ symmetry dominate the tunneling conductance. The dₙ orbitals with Δ₅ symmetry decay rapidly due to the FeO layer at the junction interface, resulting to very small transmission coefficient around the Γ-point. At the same time, the presence of interface resonant states (hot spots) leads to a significant enhancement of transport—as measured by the DOSS, with Δ₁ and Δ₅ symmetries at the FeO layer. Due to these symmetries, a significant spin filtering effect is at work which essentially removes transmission of spin-down channels and, in the end, only the spin-up channel in PC has significant contribution to tunneling, resulting to the large TMR ratio. These results strongly suggest that the proposed FeO/NaCl/O/Fe device may well be an attractive MTJ from both fabrication and TMR point of views.

Finally, we note that a crystal of FeO has a strong electronic correlation and should be analyzed by methods such as LDA + U.35 The question is if a layer of FeO (as in our device) gives special correlation effects to qualitatively alter the above conclusions. To this end, we note that Timoshevskii et al.31 have systemically analyzed the influence of transport properties of Fe/FeO/MgO MTJs by taking into account the on-site Coulomb repulsion in the FeO layer. They found that the correlation effects in that FeO layer cause a collapse of Fe dₚ and dₓz,yz states at the Fermi level, namely, the correlations in FeO layer suppress transport with Δ₁ symmetry near the Γ-point (kₓ = 0). This may be important for MgO but not for NaCl, because in the Fe/O/NaCl/O/Fe MTJ, it is the s and pₜ orbitals at the FeO/NaCl interface that dominate tunneling for both spin channels and there is essentially no Γ-point transmission. Hence, such correlation effect, if exists, will not alter the qualitative conclusion that very large TMR can be realized by the Fe/O/NaCl/O/Fe device.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

Motivated by the experimental growth of perfect and large area Fe/O/NaCl interface structures,15 we have proposed a novel MTJ device with the Fe/O/NaCl/O/Fe sandwich structure. We establish the device model by total energy relaxation and found that NaCl is oriented at 45° with respect to Fe(001) substrate leading to a 4 × 4 superstructure consistent with the experimental observation.15 Total energy relaxation also revealed that oxygen atoms at the interface form a Fe(001)-p(1 × 1)O structure by locating at the
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24In this superstructure, the lattice mismatch is about 4.1%. In the numerical simulation, the NaCl lattice is suppressed to march with Fe cell.
33Here, the orbital dependent DOSS is calculated by $\text{DOSS}(\mu) = \sum_{i} c_{\text{tot}}^{i} c_{\text{tot}}^{i}$, where $c_{\text{tot}}^{i}$ is the coefficient of corresponding $j$th scattering wave function in orbital space, i.e., $\psi_{j}(\mathbf{r}) = \sum_{i} c_{\text{tot}}^{i} \phi_{j}(\mathbf{r})$; $\phi_{j}(\mathbf{r})$ is the atomic orbital.